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Abstract: Problem statement: The main part of building any system is achieving high level of
quality and developing qualities it is achieve. Many organizations do not take into account the highest
level of quality as a main necessary part through building its systems; they think mainly on budget and
reducing time to market. Approach: One of the important approached to achieved quality was used
components through building products and then selecting the most appropriate component to put them
into the product line according to system requirements. Results: The main result of adopting
component-based approach to software product line was premise of high quality in addition to reused
and reduced time to the market. Conclusion: The ultimate goal of using components through software
product line is to increase quality of software as flexibility, reliability in addition to the characteristic
of making software reusable in another types of business especially in electronic commerce
application.
Keywords: Software Product Line (SPL), Component Based Software Development (CBSD),
software quality, Configuration Management (CM)
INTRODUCTION

have particular qualities to build the complete
framework of the system to specify the customer's
requirements and then achieve goal.

Reuse-based is a software engineering strategy
where the life cycle process changed to reusing existing
Related works: Fazal_e_Amin et al. (2011) discussed
software. Moving to this strategy has been in response
the state of art of the reusability assessment of
to need for lower cost, fast delivered system and high
software components, this work presented that reuse is
quality of software. Software units may be in different
facilitated by employing a systematic methodology
sizes. For example: object and function reuse where a
such as in software product line. A validation
single function in the component may be reused,
technique is used to validate the result application
component reuse is another example which represents
such techniques are human evaluation, statistical
that components can interoperate within a framework
analysis, experiment, test data, case studies are also
and finally application system reuse where the whole
used to validate the result application.
application may be reused by integrated it into other
(Omar et al., 2011) worked on changing in
systems. Because software product became complex
software
requirements. It presented that this
and large and all customers need dependable software
changeability
can be solved through agile
that has a high level of qualities to develop more
methodology. It presented the initial finding on the
quickly, component based development has become an
impact of agile approach among software engineering
important development approach. Achieving high
teams in one of the computer center in Malaysia. It
quality is the main important goal to any company for
exposed that data in this research collected from four
building its system, in addition to that, system's goal
software engineering teams through interview, shortaffected mainly with the quality attributes (Khaled,
term observations and questionnaire.
2010). So adopting reuse strategy is the main concept
(Fazal_e_Amin et al, 2010) this study enhanced
that must focus on. Therefore, we must adjust and
modularity in software by using aspect orientation.
Thus, modularity directly related to the reusability and
extend components to use in products and then make
this main core to build any software product. This
product more standard and hence more reusable.
relation between aspect oriented technique and software
This study is concentrate on integrating
product line caused the development of aspect oriented
components in Software Product Line (SPL), it shows
software product line components.
how SPL can consists of selected components which
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Ab-Rahman et al. (2009) built a specific
architectural design to achieve one type of quality that
is reliability. Reliability is a failure free operation; this
study solved a failure problem by building a proposed
network design so it improves the reliable operation to
the system.
This study is concentrate on integrating selected
components in Software Product Line (SPL) to build
high quality systems.
Software Product Line (SPL): It consists of a group
of software systems (products) with common features
to identify the needs of market or achieve a specific
goal; it contains a set of various reusable components
shared between these groups of systems. Features of
components in the product line must suitable to the
properties of the product. This facility enhances the
activity of quality assurance to the product.
The design of SPL can use several tools and
techniques to achieve reusability such techniques are
object oriented frameworks, design pattern, aspect
oriented and component based and the last one is the
main core of this study.
Product line framework: A framework of product line
consists of three steps following one another in a series.
These steps are requirement specification, configuration
management and the development of the product line. In
the following, we discuss each step in detail and in the
result part; we show how this framework communicates
with component to build a high quality product.
Requirement specification: The concept of
requirement means what the users want from the
systems, but it says nothing about how the system
should built. Requirement specification should avoid
implementation issues because user could not expect to
understand technical issues of the implementation and
therefore he could not agree elements of the
specification. A good specification should have the
following characteristics (Omar et al., 2011):
•
•

•

For a specification, two types of documents
appeared:
•
•

A requirements specification which written
specifically to the users describing the user view of
the system and is written in natural language
A technical specification written primarily by
developers, described in some formal notations

Configuration Management (CM): can be defined
as using tools, methods and standards for managing
and extending any software system. In software
product line, requirement specifications always
change during use and these specifications must
always incorporate with new versions of the software
therefore we must use effective CM to organize these
changes. Working with the framework of the product
provides various advantages like managing different
components but also has disadvantages like
additional level of complexity.
Integrating components in product framework
introduces two main problems in CM those are: (Kaur
and Singh, 2010):

•

Controlling same component in more than one
frameworks
Building a new framework from existing
components

Development SPL: To develop process of SPL the
most appropriate choice is to use agile iterative method
and incremental process, here SPL contains many
components increment horizontally or vertically,
component integration defined in the component
section in detail.
Software product line uses a life cycle approach to
create the final product. This life cycle are product
analysis, product design, product implementation and
product testing? Figure1 illustrates SPL in detail.

Un ambiguous: A requirement must express the
whole need and state all constraints under which it
applies
Completeness: It is the property that the
requirements are sufficient to distinguish the
desired behavior of the component from any other
undesired one
Finally, all specified requirements must define
Fig. 1: The Software Product Life Cycle (SPLC)
clearly and this is the main characteristic
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Figure1 represents how the final product must identify
customer's requirements and must build according to a
business plan.
A component: Software component is an independent
piece of software and can be reachable through its
interfaces, so in order to combine with other
components it must be possible to obtain details of
component interfaces. Component environment must be
interoperable, wrapping existing applications and
platform independence. A software component usually
implemented for a specific component technology.
Component Based Software Development (CBSD):
An approach focuses on the integration of pre-built
software components to build products that increase
flexible and portable attributes (Sharp et al., 2010).
Therefore, component based is a new trend to
software development and it has many advantages:
•
•
•

Reducing cost
Improving maintainability and flexibility of the
product by replacing anew components instead of
an old one
Enhancing system quality done through developing
components by those who are professional in the
application area which base in the components on
its build

Fig. 2: The selector process stages
Figure 2. represents the dependability of
component integrator on component supplier to
constantly describe the product that consists, the
supplier effectively describe simple and complex
properties of the components and the associated
certifications ensures this descriptions. We describe the
component certifications in detail in result.
RESULTS

Figure 3 represents the idea of this study; it works
as follows. First, the product built on a set of
requirements specified previously. The important
thing is building the product upon these requirements
The life cycle of software components handled by
and on a high level of quality.
product line framework. The framework of the
To enhance achieving a high level of quality to the
product line allows components that play different
product, this only done by using a set of components
roles in a different framework s to be integrated (Kaur
the supplier provides and the selector chose the
components based on the specified requirements within
et al., 2010).
the framework. Selecting the component made through
MATERIALS AND METHODS
the certification that associated each component during
the supplements.
The basic concept using in CBSD is component
Component certification is the information that
integrator, the success of the development depends on
available about component, to present component for
the ability of integrator to select the most suitable
reuse or sale, this type of information treats
component that used to build the product. The
component as a black box and maintained in a
component integrator can use a specific environment
component catalogue. One of the important items in
component certification is that it should be possible to
to show the constraints that imposed on the process;
estimate the component's quality; within a company, an
all this done through sequence of steps named
independent group of quality assurance could take the
selector processes. Selector process consists of three
role of estimation. One idea for ensuring the trust in
main stages:
quality of components is a process of third parity
certification,, many companies test the components and
• Component supplier :supplies the components that
then give the component's certification to specify the
used to build the product
fitness of the component to a specific purpose. The term
• Component integrator: select the most appropriate
component catalogue used before specify: the existing
components that can be used
component, the importance of the component, the status
• The product: the final product that consists of
of the component (if designed or under development)
selecting components
and finally, the interface of the component.
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Fig. 3: Integrating components in SPL
DISCUSSION
From Fig. 3, we can remark the following points on
using component based software development
approach:
CBSD is the foundation for reusing

market by the property of reusing that components
have and the most important thing is achieving high
level of quality.
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